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FOREWORD
Another year. Another annual report. Another foreword. Isn’t it easy to slip into stagnation?
After all, SARA is the same year in year out, right? Well, no, actually. Even a cursory glance through the pages
of the newsletters or this report will tell you that SARA is a growing organisation, both in terms of the hardworking individuals, and in terms of the organisation as a whole.
The growth mindset of the individuals who volunteer has never been in doubt; constantly pushing themselves
to learn new skills and hone the ones they’ve got, taking on ever-greater challenges for the good of the
community they serve. SARA’s volunteers already cover more disciplines than those of any other rescue
organisation in the UK, going out on land or water, mud or mountains, day or night, in all kinds of weather,
and missing family commitments, birthdays and sleep to save lives and keep us safe. And of course, all this is
unpaid, so a day’s work still beckons at the end of those all-night callouts.
But with the recent addition of SARA Upton (formerly WEIR - Water Emergency Incident Response), the
organisation is growing too. This acquisition means that SARA now provides operational coverage over the
lower reaches of the Severn all the way down from Kidderminster.
However, it’s not all plain-sailing. As we move into 2020, there are certainly new challenges ahead, not least
of which is the potential change of SARA’s charitable status from a historic charity to a more modern Charitable
Incorporated Organisation (CIO). These changes do not come about easily, and it is the often thankless task
of those behind the scenes to tie the ends together and make sure everything is in place for a secure future.
Whichever way the year goes, let us not forget that SARA is a self-funded organisation. As a community, we
must support SARA in the way that they support us. There are many opportunities available to support the
association’s vital work without ever having to pull on a dry suit or dangle from a cliff. Every small contribution
helps, so please do consider SARA next time you are fundraising or looking for a charity to support.
And whilst they rely on our generosity, let us continue to hope that we never have to call on theirs.

The Rt. Hon. The Countess Bathurst
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SARA in 2019
This is what our 170 volunteers achieved!

55

Lifeboat
Launches

41

Land
Searches

28

Inland Water
Operations

262,974

£ Pounds
raised!
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REFERENCE AND ADMINISTRATIVE DETAILS
Name

Severn Area Rescue Association. Also known as Severn Rescue and
SARA

Registered Charity
Number

505504

Registered
Address

The Lifeboat Station, Beachley,
Chepstow. NP16 7HH

Independent
Accounts Examiner

Baldwins & Co, Stourbridge

Bankers

Lloyds Bank Plc

The Trustees, who have final overall Legal responsibility for the Organisation and its
Governance serve for a term of 3 years are appointed in rotation at the Annual General
Meeting. Those who served as Trustees during the year were as follows:
J Hewitt (Chair of Trustees)
A Stanley
K Hadley

J Cairns
A Palmer
M Fleming

The Executive Committee is responsible to the Trustees for the overall running of the association, in
relation to all Financial, Safety, Legal and Operational matters. Those who served on the Executive
Committee during the year were as follows:
Chief Executive (CEO)
Deputy CEO
Secretary
Chief Financial Officer
Fundraising Officer
Beachley Station General
Manager (GM)
Newport Station GM
Tewkesbury Station GM
Sharpness Station GM
Wyre Forest Station GM

M Carwardine
E Davy
I Roberts
I Jarvis
R Newhouse
R Dainty
A Perrett
R Dainty
vacancy
G Dawe
D Palmer
J Bamforth

(to 1/4/19)
(to 1/4/19)
(from 1/4/19)
(from 1/4/19)
to 1/4/19)
(from 1/4/19)

During 2019 a number of additional technical and specialist managers were co-opted at the
Executive level, following advertising of the posts to all members.
--The Committees for the Beachley, Newport Tewkesbury, Sharpness and Wyre Forest Rescue
Stations are responsible for the day-to-day running of each of the respective rescue stations.
The Association is made up entirely of volunteers.
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CONSTITUTION OBJECTIVES AND OPERATIONS
The Severn Area Rescue Association, also known as Severn Rescue, and as SARA, is one
of the largest independent multi-disciplinary volunteer search and rescue team in the UK,
with approximately 170 volunteer personnel. SARA is also a major lifeboat service in the UK,
with 14 operational boats, of which 5 are declared Lifeboats.
Constitution
SARA is governed by its Constitution and is a registered charity. The objects of the
Association, as stated in the Constitution (amended September 2019) are:
•
•
•

The protection of life and property by the provision and maintenance of a rescue service
with, in particular, specialist skills in marine and cliff rescue;
To assist Government Departments and County and Local Authorities in their provision of
emergency services;
To advance public education in outdoor safety, particularly in and around water.

The Association is non-profit making, and financed by voluntary contributions, grants from
any public or private organisations, and any such fundraising activities or commercial
arrangements as the Executive Committee recommends to the Trustees.
The Achievement of the Objects of the Charity
The policies adopted by the Executive Committee during the course of the year have met the
objects of the Charity in the following ways:
•
•
•

Through the Association’s 5 rescue stations and one sub-station attending over 100
callouts during the year, all tasked by the principal emergency services.
Through the provision of Water Safety scenarios for schools and other interested groups
to raise awareness for everyone, especially children, to become more ‘water aware’.
Through the ongoing provision of recognised training courses held both internally and
externally to promote the professionalism of the organisation.

SARA Lifeboat 1
‘The Jim Hewitt’,
based at Beachley
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The Operations of the Charity
SARA’s Mission Statement is:
To protect life and property through the provision of a professionally trained,
specialist rescue service for marine, flood and land search incidents
The principal area of marine operations comprises the Bristol Channel and the Severn, Wye,
Avon, and Usk rivers. Typical situations involved vessels suffering breakdown or damage by
grounding, becoming lost in severely restricted visibility, a particularly dangerous situation
and lost or despondent people. As a Rescue Boat Organisation, SARA complies with the
Rescue Boat Code of Practice (RBCP) (2013). Land operations extend to the West of
England and the Midlands and South East Wales
SARA is a member of Mountain Rescue England and Wales (MREW) and SARA is part of
the South West England Rescue Association (SWERA).
SARA works closely with the statutory emergency services – Police, Fire & Rescue and
Ambulance Services, likewise HM Coastguard – also with neighbouring and related volunteer
rescue organisations. These particularly include RNLI Portishead, Penarth and Barry,
Longtown Mountain Rescue Team and the South Wales Search and Rescue Dogs
Association (SARDA), to name just a few. There is a strong mutual relationship with
Gloucester Cave Rescue (GCRG) whose members often participate in land search
operations as integrated search party members. Further details of SARA’s operational roles
are provided in the Annex.

The SARA Operational Stations
(NB SARA Upton came online at 1 Jan 2020)
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Why SARA?
SARA was founded in 1973, with its headquarters at Tutshill - near the current Beachley
station. At this time the RNLI did not cover river estuaries, such as the River Severn. There
was felt to be a need for rescue organisation responsible for this hazardous stretch of river,
particularly following the closure of the Aust Ferry after the opening of the Severn Bridge in
1966. In 1986 a second station was opened at Sharpness, primarily in response to a tragic
loss of life in the Sharpness area.
In 1985 SARA also became an official Mountain Rescue Team in the role of Cliff Rescue for
the Wye Valley. At that time the Fire Brigade had no role in relation to cliffs and rope rescue.
During the floods of July 2007 (the major adverse weather event that spawned the DEFRA
National Flood Rescue Enhancement project), SARA was the first volunteer team to be
tasked and the last to be stood down. In 2011 a Joint 'Water Rescue Centre' opened in
Tewkesbury, as a strategic alliance between Gloucester Fire & Rescue Service, SARA and
Gloucestershire County Council, following major flooding in Tewkesbury area.
A station was opened at Wyre Forest in 2004, to cover the upper Severn area. In 2014 Wyre
Forest Station moved into the Fire Station at Kidderminster, under a co-hosting arrangement,
and it is due to move in early 2020 into the new Kidderminster Tri-Service Station.
In 2014 an equipment hub was placed in Newport, and in 2015 a base was established at
Malpas Fire Station in Newport. Following a major bequest, new boats were purchased in
2016 and the Newport Lifeboat Station was established, within the Malpas Fire Station.

Water Rescue Training on the River Wye, jointly with South Wales Fire & Rescue Service
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TRUSTEES’ REPORT
Last year was a busy year on many fronts with the design and delivery of a new frontline
Lifeboat for the Sharpness Station. We are continuing to push forward a more professional
approach to our fundraising and administration in general, with joint station fundraising
proving effective and computerisation of our accountancy procedures making processes
simple and more transparent.
Sincere thanks are due to our Chief Finance Officer who has spent much time behind the
scenes in strengthening our finances. I am very pleased to announce that we exceeded the
financial targets set, and SARA is now in a more healthy financial position than for some
time.
Our increased community obligations still come at a significant cost. The steady growth in
professionalism within all disciplines has continued to progress involving internationally
recognised qualified rope rescue supervisors and Swift water rescue and Marine qualified
boat instructors, some drawn from SARA’s membership. Likewise, Marine training is fully in
line with the MCA Rescue Boat Code of Practice and other internationally recognised
standards. In addition, alignment of the declared flood rescue capability is in line with the
newly-revised DEFRA standards.
The recognition and vital importance within the Organisation and the wider public of the
backroom operations of volunteers is every bit as vital as the frontline crews tasked at the
sharp end. It is most essential that we have strong teams covering areas such as
Finances, Fundraising, Maintenance of equipment and buildings. We are always looking
for non-operational practical and administrative men and women and they are every bit as
welcome to participate as those that wish to become lifeboat crew.
The recent opening of a new SARA Station at Upton-upon-Severn was the culmination of
discussions that took place over 2019 and came to fruition on the 1st January 2020. This
station, importantly located between Tewkesbury and Kidderminster, is also within
response distance to Worcester where SARA also has a nucleus of Members. The
amalgamation of Upton brings back into the fold what was many years ago a former SARA
Station. Investment in the Upton Station further indicates SARA’s recognition of the
commitment to the upper reaches of the Severn where this mighty river demonstrates its
untamed spirit with a vengeance especially during the winter months.
SARA has grown from a fledgling and simple organisation into a complex multi-discipline
organisation with Declared Lifeboats on three stations, Flood and river rescue covering four
stations, Land Search, Cliff rescue and associated activities. We continue to maintain
strategic relationships within National and Local government, other rescue organisations
covering both land and water and, in particular with MREW, whose badge along with
SARA’s we are proud to wear. Our operations can be high risk and should anything go
wrong, whilst covered by complex insurances, the ultimate liability rests on the named
Trustees in accordance with SARA’s existing structure.
In 2013 the Government, aware of the risk factor resting on Trustee shoulders, formed a
new type of Statutory Charitable framework known as a Charitable Incorporated
Organisation (CIO). SARA has been monitoring the take-up by other Charities, and a
working group now anticipates that important decisions will be put to the membership
during 2020.
My thanks to our CEO Mark Carwardine, the team leaders, station managers, and the
Executive Committee for the complex hard work in guiding the day to day activities SARA to
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the level of public affection and recognition that it enjoys today. This hard work is evidenced
by the presentation of by the Gloucestershire Chief Constable and the Police and Crime
Commissioner of the Caroline Symes Memorial Bowl. This is awarded to those who carry
out outstanding work in the voluntary sector and is in recognition of SARA’s outstanding
work in the voluntary sector and assisting the Gloucestershire Police as their main search
and rescue partner.
Finally, none of our successes would be possible without the dedicated membership that,
past and present, makes this unpaid lifesaving and local emergency service work.
[afternote] As this report was going to press, the Coronavirus situation had just developed.
Much of our fundraising efforts have necessarily been curtailed, and much work has been
done to develop operational procedures suited to the new environment. We are confident
that our financial integrity can weather the storm, but it will require careful management.

Jim Hewitt
Chairman
On Behalf of the Trustees

Our Land Search Team was presented with the Caroline Symes Memorial Award by Gloucestershire Police
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CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER’S REPORT
2019 was another excellent year for SARA. However, I would like to start by paying tribute
to our team member Craig Holmes, who passed away in January 2020 after a long illness.
Up until late 2019 he was a fully operational Land Search Party Leader, a Rope Rescue and
Swift Water Rescue Technician and he was leader of the SARA Beachley Casualty Carer
team for 3 years, as well as participating in numerous callouts. Craig was a truly remarkable
person. He was an accomplished team member and a true gentleman in every sense of the
word, though with a core of steel. He had a profound and significant impact upon all of those
who got to know him – with his positivity, his warmth, his trade-mark grin and his resolve in
the face of adversity. He will be hugely missed.
In 2019, SARA attended 109 separate operations, one more than in 2018. Whilst, in principle,
we do not count ‘lives saved’, we are nonetheless proud to have rescued a number of people
this year. These include an elderly couple rescued from a car stuck in rising flood water, by
our Newport water rescue team who had been called out and were en route to support the
South Wales Fire & Rescue Service with evacuating the residents of Skenfrith when the River
Monnow flooded in October. Another elderly lady was saved in the Forest Dean in August,
a ‘find’ which made a number of national newspapers!

A SARA Land Search Party attends to an elderly lady, found during a search at Bream in the Forest of Dean
during August, after she had been missing for 5 days. The operation made the national newspapers

Another dramatic rescue took place on a Friday evening in January, when a man had
attempted to commit suicide by jumping into a quarry. He was unsuccessful but was seriously
injured, and our team worked with HART paramedics to stabilise him to enable him to be
winched into the Coastguard helicopter. We were touched when later in the year he came to
visit Beachley Station and thank those who had helped him.
Our relationship with the emergency services has continued to strengthen, and this year we
hosted visits from both the Chief Constable of Gloucestershire Police and the Gloucestershire
Chief Fire Officer. Both visits led to a number of useful initiatives. We also supported the
Open Days of Gloucestershire and Gwent Police. In Kidderminster, the Hereford and
Worcestershire Fire & Rescue Service asked SARA to take on the local flood rescue
response capability and have accordingly provided SARA with two large inland rescue boats
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on long-term loan. At the time of writing our Wyre Forest Team has just moved into the new
Tri-Service base at Kidderminster.
2019 saw the launch and commissioning of the new SARA Lifeboat 2 ‘Pride of Sharpness’,
based at Sharpness Lifeboat Station. Built by Highfield, she is the first aluminium Inshore
Lifeboat and is also uniquely equipped with a FLIR infra-red camera which has a remote link
back to the Lifeboat Station. The previous SARA 2 has now become the training boat, and
the previous training boat was sold off.

The new and the old SARA Lifeboat 2, side by side at Sharpness

Our rescue capability was also extended by the qualification of a number of Rope Rescue
Supervisors. Previously we had qualified team members in-house, but this year we were
able to run a Rescue3 Course using an external instructor which provides a high degree of
confidence for ourselves and our partners. Following this, in May, we participated in a joint
rope rescue training day organised by Avon & Somerset Police and we have also trained
locally with South Wales Fire & Rescue Service.
Nor has Swiftwater & Flood Rescue been neglected. Our in-house volunteer SRT-Instructors
attended a two-day course in Cardiff to re-certify, and we had another two batches qualify as
Swiftwater & Flood Rescue Boat Operators – the second batch on a course organised by
MREW. We hosted the first on-site Flood Rescue Assurance Visit from DEFRA in October,
which was both successful and useful.
Another theme from 2018 which we have continued to build upon is the relationship with our
local MPs. We held an Open Day in Newport, at the Riverfront Centre, which was attended
by both the Newport MPs as well as the Mayor, Gwent Police and Crime Commissioner and
others. In October we were honoured to be invited to a reception for independent lifeboat
organisations at the House of Commons. It was organised by the MP for Eastleigh (her
constituency includes Hamble Lifeboat). Our delegation was hosted by Jessica Mordern MP
(Newport East) and we met almost all the SARA area MPs during our visit. We are sure this
was nothing to do with the election which was then expected! The opportunity to meet with
other non-RNLI lifeboat organisations (and the RNLI were in fact there too) was very helpful
and I look forward to reporting progress in this area next year.
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Attending a reception for Independent Lifeboat Organisations
at the House of Commons in October.

Another important aspect of our operations which we were able to move forwards with is the
legislation covering the use of blue lights for driving on a callout. Currently the legislation for
lifeboat haulage on roads only covers the RNLI – we have several scenarios where we need
to do this, particularly in Newport, and being stuck in traffic when on a callout is far from ideal.
Following intervention by several of our MPs, I was able to meet with the key officials from
the DfT just before Christmas, to discuss the issue. Suffice to say that the message seems
to have landed, and appropriate legislation is expected this year. We are now undertaking
steps to get our members the appropriate training.
Our financial situation has sometimes been a cause for concern, but this year we finish in
very good state. The second Wild Wye Swim was a big success, bringing in around £14,000
from the one event, and we won two very significant corporate ‘charity of the year’ selections.
Along with other independent lifeboat organisations we encouraged our supporters to ‘Go
Orange’ for a day in March, and hope to build this into an annual tradition. We disposed of
the old training lifeboat, and also an older V8 Landrover ambulance that we no longer needed,
both for over £10,000. At the same time we strengthened our internal financial controls,
which should stand the organisation in good stead going forwards.

Contented swimmers at the end of this year’s Wild Wye Swim
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As a management team we recognise the need to develop the foundations of the
organisation. In common with many charities, we have taken the decision to move towards
transferring our structure into that of a CIO (Charitable Incorporated Institution). We
anticipate bringing forward a full proposal to a General Meeting during 2020. We have also
developed and published a SARA Volunteer Handbook, codifying many of our practices into
a single document.
SARA continues to provide an amazing service to the community, based solely on the work
of our volunteers. I am proud of all that we have achieved this year, and look forward to
building upon it during 2020. I am grateful to the volunteers and to the families of our
operational crew members, for allowing them to serve the community so well throughout this
time.
As Jim has mentioned in his report, the Coronavirus has now arrived in the UK. As I write
this the country is in its third week of ‘lockdown’ and SARA is maintaining its operational
commitments. This period will be a test for SARA both financially and operationally, but I am
confident that we have adequate resources to see it through and to continue to deliver our
service to the community throughout the year.

Mark Carwardine
Chief Executive Officer

A SARA Land Team deployed on an early morning missing person search in Gloucestershire,
and being supplied with tea and biscuits by the local community!
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This year we said farewell to Craig Holmes and to Steve Cox, both long-serving members
of the SARA Community and much-missed.

Land Team Winter Skills Training in Snowdonia, the second such annual trip

Completing a Flood Rescue Boat Operator Course with members of other MR Teams at Menai,
on a course funded by Mountain Rescue England and Wales
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SARA Lifeboat 3 at Beachley, being used to train members of an Ambulance HART Team

The new SARA Rescue 8, a Pioneer craft on long-term loan from
Herefordshire & Worcestershire Fire Service to SARA Wyre Forest Station
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RISKS AND INSURANCE
Review of risks
The Executive Committee continues to conduct a review of the major risks to which the
charity is exposed, and systems are in place to mitigate those risks.
The Association has Standard Operating Procedures which each member must follow, and
a Health & Safety Policy implemented in 2003 is continually under review by the Executive
Health & Safety Advisor. Whilst SARA is not bound by the Health & Safety at Work Act 1974,
(as we are a part of Mountain Rescue England & Wales (MREW) which is exempt from the
above act) the Executive Committee policy is that - due to the fact that we work with other
emergency services that are bound by this act - it follows that the organisation should take it
on board as ‘best practice’.
Insurances
The charity has in place the following insurances:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Public Liability
Marine Insurance (covering all boats, trailers, engines etc.)
Launch Vehicles specialist insurance,
Motor Insurance for all mobile rescue units
Buildings Insurance cover (Beachley Station)
Buildings Contents liability (Beachley, Sharpness and Wyre Forest)
Medical Indemnity Insurance
Trustees Liability Insurance

Additional insurance cover is provided through Mountain Rescue England & Wales (MREW)
via our membership of the South West England Rescue Association and by various Police
Authorities within our operational areas, by whom we are tasked and cover is provided for
callouts and training. The Executive Committee continues to monitor Insurance policies.
The cost of Insurance cover has been stabilised, partly through the disposal of un-needed
assets. It grew from £15,840 in 2016 to £34,917 in 2018; this year it was £33,431.
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Another generous donation, this one from The Coventry Building Society in Chepstow

Visiting a school in Gloucestershire

With the Mayor of Newport at the Malpas Fire Station 50th Anniversary Event
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